CSI HONORS & AWARDS CEREMONY

Thursday, November 5, 2020
3:00-4:30 p.m., EST
There’s no doubt the pandemic has dramatically changed how we live and work, but the good news is we can still gather as an industry and celebrate excellence without the strictures of time, travel, and cost. While we are disappointed not to see you face-to-face, we’d like you to consider donating to the CSI Foundation’s effort to encourage girls to embrace a career in the AECO (Architecture, Engineering, Construction, and Owners) profession by sending them to the Let’s Build Construction Camp for Girls. With only 10% of the AECO industry being women, we must find a way to build a more gender diverse workforce. Our hope is that your investment in their future will help build the leaders of CSI.
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THANK YOU
TO THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS WHO HAD THE REWARDING TASK OF REVIEWING EACH SUBMISSION AND SELECTING THOSE BEING HONORED.
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DISTINGUISHED MEMBERSHIP

Distinguished Membership is the most prestigious honor of the Institute. It is conferred on individuals who have performed distinguished services to the construction industry in fields of activity related to the purposes of the Institute.

Phillip L. McDade FCSI, CCS™, CSI Mississippi and CSI Mobile Bay

Phil will become the 54th Distinguished Member inducted into this elite group, with the first inductee dating back to 1954.

Phil has more than 38 years of involvement with CSI, with a reputation of encouraging others to get involved, working smarter, and always stressing the importance of mentoring others. He earns this prestigious award by demonstrating tremendous support for CSI and the principles of the organization through his leadership, written and oral communications, and personal interaction with other CSI members of all ages. He continually inspires the members to participate at the Chapter, Region, and Institute levels and encourages them to use their skills and talents to work toward the betterment of CSI.

Phil truly believes the construction industry is built on relationships. He continues to encourage members to communicate beyond personal preferences and to work with people from every facet of the design and construction industry.

Distinguished services shall be “over and above” that expected of a similar member performing those duties within the organization, and the nominee’s entire body of work, including this distinguished work, is considered when reviewing the nomination. Phil shares with us what it means to become a Distinguished Member.

Click here to read a Q&A with Phil.
Save Time. Save Money.

BSD SpecLink
Be better connected

Solutions for Architects, Engineers, and Owners
try.bsdspecmlink.com/aeo
CSI FELLOWSHIP

The qualifications for Fellowship require achievement above and beyond participating in ordinary Institute, region, and chapter events or performing normal duties as an Institute officer. A nominee for Fellowship must have been a member in good standing with the Institute for not less than five years, and have made important contributions in one or more of four categories: advancement of construction technology, improvement of construction specifications, education, or service.

With the exception of Distinguished Membership, Fellowship is the highest honor for which Institute members may be chosen. It is a title to be accepted with both humility and pride. Its recipients have a high degree of responsibility to uphold the principles of the Institute.

Congratulations to the 2020 CSI Class of Fellows!

- Alan Mitchell Horne Sr., CSI, CCS™, CCCA™, CDT®, CSI Greenville
- Elias S. Saltz, CSI, CCS™, CDT®, CSI Chicago
- Lee Ann M. Slattery, CSI, CDT®, CCPR™, CSI Greater Lehigh Valley
- Robin E. Snyder, Esq, CSI, CCS™, CSI Las Vegas and CSI Phoenix
- William Sundquist, CSI, CSI Chattanooga

Click here for a full listing of CSI Fellows
ALAN MITCHELL HORNE SR.

CSI, CCS™, CCCA™, CDT®

Alan, for your commitment to the Greenville Chapter and CSI, serving as chapter president nine times and as chair of many CSI and Chapter committees; for your leadership in reviving a Chapter that was officially carried as inactive, saving it from collapse; for leading the development of a Chapter certification program; and for volunteering to help write questions for CSI certification exams, then serving seven years on the Institute Certification Committee, you are hereby advanced to Fellowship in the Institute on the 5th day of November 2020.

T.J. Gottwalt, FCSI, CCPR™, CDT®
“Well deserved, Alan! Congratulations!”
-Jane Ann Bolin, AIA

“Congrats, Alan!”
-Clay Gandy

“Congratulations Alan on this long deserved honor. Your contributions and service to the Greenville Chapter and National Institute have been invaluable.”
-Mike Moorshead

“Alan, congratulations on a well-deserved honor! Your leadership to CSI Greenville, as well your contributions to the national organization, has been critical to our ongoing success. It has been a pleasure to serve with you over these past 14 years.”
-Mike Coleman

“Alan: CSI Fellowship is recognition for someone who has contributed to the advancement of the construction technology, improvement of construction specifications, education and by service to CSI on local, regional and national platforms and committees. From your initial membership in 1981 you have been instrumental in the CSI Greenville Chapter’s growth in these areas and have encouraged others to also contribute in these areas. I have enjoyed watching you be a tremendous role model in CSI since I joined CSI in 1995.”
-John Butch

“Alan HORNE: CONGRATULATIONS

“Congratulotions, William Sundquist and Phil McDade!
-Your Friends at the Pensacola Chapter

ATAS International, Inc. is PROUD to support the CSI Honors & Awards Ceremony and Celebration of Fellows

ATAS International, Inc.
Sustainable Building Envelope Technology

Metal Walls, Roofs, Ceilings, Accessories, and more!

www.atas.com | 610.395.8445 | Allentown, Pa | Mesa, AZ
ELIAS S. SALTZ
CSI, CCS™, CDT®

Elias, for continuously working to improve the quality of construction specifications through technical articles; for developing a progressive digital platform to deliver specifications; for mentoring young professionals; for advocating for CSI certifications and advancing exam preparation materials; for selflessly serving on Chicago Chapter and North Central Region committees; and for establishing the CSI Chicago Foundation, affirming your passion for helping improve the lives of others, you are hereby advanced to Fellowship in the Institute on 5th day of November 2020.

J.W. Mollohan, FCSI, CCPR™, CDT®
THANK YOU
to our CSI Platinum Partner
Sherwin-Williams.

The Chattanooga Public Library congratulates William Sundquist, CSI for being accepted into the College of Fellows Class of 2020!

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR WELL-DESERVING MEMBERS
Congrats to our 2020 CSI Honors & Award Recipients. Thank you Elias, Larry, and the members of our Membership and Communications Committee for your outstanding contributions to our Chapter and the CSI Community.

Elias Saltz
CSI, CCS, CDT
Fellowship

Larry Nordin
CSI, CCS, CDT, AIA
Distinguished Service

Membership Committee
Innovation in Construction Award – Remote Learning

Communications Committee
Communications Award – 2020 Building Enclosure Marketing Campaign

www.csichicago.org
LEE ANN M. SLATTERY
CSI, CDT®, CCPR™

Lee Ann, I am so happy to be here, to recognize you for creating public awareness of the construction industry through the Let’s Build Construction Camp for Girls, “Canstruction” of Lehigh Valley, and Homes for Our Troops; for initiating change to broaden the membership reach of CSI and expand the educational offerings of the Middle Atlantic Region events; and for being an outspoken champion of the value of CSI certifications, memberships, emerging professionals, corporate partnerships, and Master Specifier Retreats, you are hereby advanced to Fellowship in the Institute on the 5th day of November 2020.

Mitch Miller, FCSI, CCS™, CDT®
We are so proud of our colleague Lee Ann Slattery for being awarded to The CSI College of Fellows 2020 Class. Becoming a Fellow is one of the top honors given by the Institute.

No one deserves this honor more than Lee Ann! At ATAS, Lee Ann is one of our hardest working employees and never says no to a new opportunity. She doesn't just clock-out at the end of the day, as she has been apart of CSI for 18 years and works with countless other organizations.

Being in the industry for 28 years, Lee Ann is one of our go-to people when it comes to a specific issue about construction or architecture.

Lee Ann is our Sales Support Manager at ATAS. She deals closely with our Management Team as well as all our Product Representatives. She also works with the Marketing Department, where she writes press releases and case studies.

No one deserves to be a Fellow more than Lee Ann Slattery for all her hard work throughout her 28 year career!

CONGRATS LEE ANN!
ROBIN E. SNYDER  
CSI, CCS™

It is a pleasure to be here, Robin, to be a part of your celebration. For your passion in promoting the principles and standards of CSI; for your many contributions to both the national and regional AEC community; for your exceptional level of commitment and dedication to the national convention and regional conferences; for reorganizing the Southwest Region’s finances and incorporation papers; and for your strong desire to help others learn and advance, personally and professionally, you are hereby advanced to Fellowship in the Institute on the 5th day of November 2020.

Daryl G. Robinson, FCSI, CCS™, CDT®
CONGRATULATIONS!

ROBIN E. SNYDER, ESQ, CSI, CCS, FCSI

For being inducted to the...

CLASS OF 2020 CSI COLLEGE OF FELLOWS!

On behalf of the CSI Phoenix Chapter a big Thank You and Congratulations on this well-deserved accomplishment!

Click here to see Congratulatory Messages to Robin
WILLIAM SUNDQUIST

CSI

William, I’m happy to be here to acknowledge you for consistently demonstrating qualities that CSI urgently needs: enthusiasm, organization, wisdom, humility, and a vision for CSI’s future; for helping develop a new ASTM standard on segmental paving surfaces; for being a major supporter of CSI’s Learning Library, which has grown to over 4,000 unique users; for mentoring young and old, many of whom have gone on to serve in key leadership positions at all levels of the Institute; and for your clear drive and commitment to CSI, you are hereby advanced to Fellowship in the Institute on the 5th day of November 2020.

Cindi Brooks, CSI, CDT®
William Sundquist, CSI

2020 Class of Fellows

Fellowship is one of the highest honors given by CSI, and apart from Honorary Membership is the highest honor for which Institute members may be chosen. The qualifications for Fellowship require achievement above and beyond participating in ordinary Institute, region, and chapter events or performing normal duties as an Institute officer. It is a title to be accepted with both humility and pride where Fellows are nominated by their colleagues and selected by CSI’s Jury of Fellows in recognition of their accomplishments in advancing construction technology, improving construction specifications, educating people in the construction industry or advancing the goals of the Institute.

Congratulations!

Your friendship and involvement in the community of CSI has left an indelible impact on those around you. We warmly celebrate this momentous accomplishment with you.
THANK YOU
TO OUR SPONSORS

ATAS International, Inc.
Sustainable Building Envelope Technology
Honors & Awards Ceremony

SpecLink
Annual Business Meeting and Member Forum

MAXXON
Honors & Awards Ceremony

SAINT-GOBAIN
College of Fellows Annual Meeting

TREMCO
Construction Products Group
Chapter and Region Leadership Forum
THANK YOU
to our CSI Platinum Partner
ATAS International, Inc.

ATAS International, Inc.
Sustainable Building Envelope Technology

CONGRATULATIONS
WILLIAM SUNDQUIST
REGIONAL SALES MANAGER
WHITACRE GREER

for BEING AWARDED
2020 FELLOWSHIP BY THE
CSI COLLEGE OF FELLOWS

Induction will be held during the virtual Honors and Awards Ceremony later this fall.

WILLIAM SUNDQUIST, CSI
Regional Sales Manager

THANK YOU
to our CSI Platinum Partner
BSD SpecLink.

LEVEL EZ
MAXXON
YOUR GO-TO SELF-LEVELER
FOR MULTIFAMILY &
COMMERCIAL RENOVATION

THANK YOU
to our CSI Platinum Partner
ATAS International, Inc.
OUTSTANDING CHAPTER COMMENDATIONS

To earn the Outstanding Chapter Commendation award, local CSI chapters submit an extensive application that demonstrates their work and accomplishments in the areas of governance, finance, administration, communications, programming, and membership. These chapters, especially during times of COVID-19, have gone above and beyond to provide their members with best-in-class service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Akron-Canton</th>
<th>Baltimore</th>
<th>Boston Chapter</th>
<th>Central Pennsylvania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Akron-Canton" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Baltimore" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Boston" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Central Pennsylvania" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charlotte</th>
<th>Chattanooga</th>
<th>Chicago</th>
<th>Columbus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Charlotte" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Chattanooga" /></td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Chicago" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Columbus" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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OUTSTANDING CHAPTER COMMENDATIONS
## OUTSTANDING CHAPTER COMMENDATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knoxville</th>
<th>Little Rock</th>
<th>Maine</th>
<th>Memphis</th>
<th>Metro New York</th>
<th>Minneapolis-St. Paul</th>
<th>Mississippi</th>
<th>Mt. Rainier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Minneapolis-St. Paul Chapter**

![Minneapolis-St. Paul Image]
OUTSTANDING CHAPTER COMMENDATIONS

Nashville  New Jersey  Phoenix  Portland

Puget Sound  Raleigh Durham  Southwest Missouri

CSI HONORS & AWARDS CEREMONY
We Are Empowering Women in the Roofing Industry!

National Women in Roofing (NWIR) delivers education opportunities to build professional skills and business development. NWIR offers a comprehensive library of recorded webinars, live webinars and infographics addressing issues surrounding:

- Mentoring
- Industry Labor Shortage
- Networking
- Recruiting & Retaining Women
- Employment Opportunities

Membership is open to men and women! Join Today!

Become a member at www.nationalwomeninroofing.org/membership/
Congratulations on your Fellowship
Elias Saltz, FCSI
FROM YOUR FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES AT

CONSPICUS

Congratulations LEE ANN ON BECOMING A CSI FELLOW!
We are so proud of you and are excited to celebrate everything you do to positively impact the future of CSI.

From all of your friends in the GREAT-er Lehigh Valley

www.powerliftdoors.com

“It’s been a pleasure working with you on some amazing projects over the past 15 years! Congratulations on your Fellowship – you truly are a ROCKSTAR!”

Cheers! Angie & Chris, The Sherwin-Williams Company
COMMUNICATOR OF THE YEAR AWARD

This award is presented to the individual who is shown to communicate at the Institute level through the CSI-Connect online community. The Award is presented to the individual who provides not only a high volume of interactions, but also provides online content, which is informative or instructional, more often, both.

Kevin O’Beirne, FCSI, CCS™, CCCA™, CDT®

Read some of Kevin’s well-thought-out blogs:

- **Specifying Practices Coordinated Is The Fifth “C”**
- **Sealing And Signing Divisions 00 And 01: Is It Architecture Or Engineering?**
- **Specifications Language: The Meaning Of “Shall,” “Will,” And “Must”**
- **Partisan Professionals: Contractors Deserve Ethical Treatment**
COMMUNICATION AWARDS

Presented to a CSI Member, Chapter, Region, or Group for outstanding effort in implementing a comprehensive communications program using multiple media categories. This year’s winners include:

Robert J. Bailey, CSI, CCS™
CSI Pittsburgh
For successfully organizing, developing, and editing the CSI Pittsburgh Chapter newsletter, *The Spectigram*.

CSI Grand Rapids
For its smart use of multiple avenues of communication, including its electronic newsletter, “Rapid River Ramblings,” and notably improved with new features; mass email and text messaging; social media outlets; and multiple targeted email flyers and announcements.

CSI Chicago Chapter
For successfully leveraging multiple methods of communications using the Chicago Chapter’s website, newsletter, email communications, social media, and blog, along with industry partner communication and event signage, all to meet the goal of matching registration and sponsorship for the Chapter’s annual Building Enclosure event that changed from two sessions in a day to one session.
COMMUNICATION AWARDS

CSI Memphis Chapter
For the innovative design and structure of the Memphis Chapter and Gulf States Region websites.

CSINext Chapter
For the creation of the CSINext mobile app to enhance the virtual Chapter and to continue to improve the social experience for online members.
THE CONSTRUCTION SPECIFIER MAGAZINE ARTICLE OF THE YEAR AWARD

The Construction Specifier Article of the Year Award is presented to the author of an outstanding, substantive, original article. The winning article is chosen by the Editorial Advisory Board based on writing clarity, style, and timeliness.

Steven D. Marino
For his article “Breaking it Down: Keys to Diagnosing Glass Breakage in Buildings,” published in the July 2019 issue.

Read Steven’s article now.
ORGANIZATIONAL CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION

The Organizational Certificate of Appreciation is presented for accomplishments in education, certification, or the development of technology to benefit the construction industry.

The Reference Library – Phoenix
For their notable dedication to obtaining over 2,500 reference materials and becoming a building industry hub for Arizona, offering many advantages to the architectural and manufacturing companies in the state. This endeavor has resulted in a priceless community asset that will benefit many future generations of professionals in the AECO industry.
Building better walls, from the ground up.

The new Nudura XR35®¹ has an improved R-Value of R-35² and streamlined installation — with all the innovative features of our standard ICF block.

- 4” (102mm) EPS panels
- Newly-designed fastening strip
- Up to R-35 insulation value
- Full line of compatible ICF accessories from waterproofing to bracing

Introducing Tremco Construction Products Group

The Tremco Construction Products Group (CPG) brings together Tremco Incorporated’s Commercial Sealants & Waterproofing and Roofing & Building Maintenance operating divisions; Dryvit Systems, Inc.; Nudura Systems, Inc; Willseal; Weatherproofing Technologies, Inc. and Weatherproofing Technologies Canada, Inc.

Tremco CPG companies provide envelope solutions for all six sides of the building – comprehensive product systems that make it faster to build or restore, simpler to maintain, and that extend the construction season and the building’s useable life.

A lightweight, insulated masonry unit that matches the size, appearance and texture of clay, NewBrick® from Dryvit® is a superior cladding solution that reduces costs and results in more durable, higher-performing structures.

- Whole wall savings³ avg. $15-17 / ft² vs brick
- Can help dry-in structures up to 10 weeks faster than traditional brick
- Eliminates the need for anchors, ties, shelf angles, telehandlers and more
- 16 standard colors, 4 blends, 4 textures

¹ 8” core currently in stock, 6” core available summer 2020
² The nominal reported R-Value of 35 in unfinished form condition with interior and exterior air film as per ASHRAE Standards. Analysis with finishes applied per accredited reporting by Exova confirms total finish R-Value of R-36.25 (RSI 6.383, U-0.157).
³ On a typical 2-story building

Faster Construction Time
Lightweight, fast-curing and prefabricated products mean less occupant disruption, faster installs, and no call-backs.

Better Insulated
Industry-leading brands provide solutions for more efficient building construction and operation, and exceed strict energy codes.

Stronger and More Resilient
Our systems are designed for maximum durability, many with service lives far surpassing that of competing systems.

Any Look You Want
A wide range of colors and finishes like brick, granite, metals, stucco and more provide maximum flexibility in your façade aesthetic.
INNOVATION IN CONSTRUCTION

The Innovation in Construction Award is presented to the individual or team who has innovatively developed or discovered new uses for materials, methods, technology, or project delivery systems.

Conspectus Inc.
Conspectus demonstrated an outstanding commitment to promoting the tenets of CSI through the development and implementation of an innovative project team collaboration tool, “Conspectus Cloud,” a web-based application that organizes and coordinates all non-graphic project information into a unified platform accessible to all project team members. Such efforts to leverage technology to streamline the project information communication process exemplify the core principles of CSI.

CSI Chicago: Remote Learning Library
Initially designed to serve as a virtual educational resource to maintain Chapter members’ engagement and connection, the remote library was expanded during COVID-19 to support the educational endeavors of all design and construction professionals.

Visit the Chicago Learning Library.
OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION AWARD

Presented for commendable contributions that further the influence of CSI in the local construction industry, increase the visibility of CSI in the local construction industry, or provide a value-added service to the chapter, region, or Institute.

Daniel Hargreaves, FCSI, CDT®, CSINext
For his leadership and contributions to the growth and development of the CSINext Chapter, specifically his contributions to the development of the CSINext Mobile App.

Cory Robbins, CSI, CSI Philadelphia
For his dedication, vision, commitment, and work ethic in organizing and facilitating successful and dynamic events and meetings, and for his ability to provide innovative solutions during difficult times, all to the benefit of the Philadelphia Chapter and other CSI members.
ROBERT P. BROSSEAU AWARD FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF CSI

Presented to a CSI member who has been recognized by peers as a leader who takes on a leadership role focusing on education and the training and mentoring of students and emerging professionals.

Susan Bliss, CCS™, CCCA™, CSI Dallas
For her outstanding leadership, tireless commitment, and dedication to the construction industry in the roles of teacher, mentor, and businesswoman. Her energy and active participation in mentorship and education have been vital to enhancing the CSI experience for emerging professionals.

Jon Lattin, CCPR™, CDT®, CSI Greater Lehigh Valley and CSI Philadelphia
For his leadership in establishing the AECO workforce development initiative known as Let’s Build Construction Camp for Girls. This is an innovative way to reach out to the younger generation and diversify the AECO industry. Through his relationships in CSI, he has positively influenced dozens of professionals, specializing in education, architecture, engineering, and specific trades.

Michael G. Young, FCSI, CCCA™ CSINext and CSI Denver
For his outstanding contributions to CSINext, the Southwest, Northwest, and West Regions, and the Institute, for advancing construction education and practices; for mentoring students at Colorado State University for the Associated Schools of Construction Student Competition; and for serving in leadership roles that focus on education, training, and mentoring of students, emerging professionals, and project team members.
CORPORATE PARTNERS

Thank You

Platinum

Gold

Silver

[Logos of Platinum, Gold, and Silver partners]
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

“Distinguished Service” is defined as notable and significant contributions at the Chapter, Region, or Institute level that have furthered the mission of CSI, its standing in the industry, or its image to the public.

**Larry Nordin, CSI, CCS™, CDT®, CSI Chicago**
For his influence in the co-creation of Chicago’s CSi2eye event and CDT® Certification Study Course Sessions, for being a technical resource in high rise residential construction, and for his hard work in establishing the Chicago Chapter of CSI as a trendsetter in the AECO community.
MOLL/BETTS STUDENT EXCELLENCE AWARD

The CSI Foundation Board of Trustees awards the Moll/Betts Student Excellence Award. This special recognition is designed to promote greater awareness of CSI to students completing their studies in a construction-related educational program. The award is a monetary award given to the two students with the highest scores in the CDT certification exam.
LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP

Ellen Kay Crews, FCSI, CCS™, CCCA™, CDT®

For her leadership and hard work as a member of CSI, and for her dedication, and perseverance during her tenure as Board Chair (July 1, 2018 - June 20, 2020), Ellen Kay Crews is hereby recognized with CSI Lifetime Membership.
CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL OF THE HONOREES